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Preface

LIFE EXISTS as hierarchically nested levels of organization, in which higher-
level units are composed of lower-level units (gene, chromosome, genome,
cell, multicellular organism, society). How did this come about, and what
are the implications of hierarchical organization for individuality and the
meaning of fitness in evolutionary explanation? Cooperation among lower-
level units is central to the emergence of new higher levels, because only
cooperation can trade fitness from lower to higher levels. My book is con-
cerned with the study of cooperation, and the principles that guide the emer-
gence of higher levels of organization. I have tried to show that there is a
common set of principles and problems that bind the study of levels of or-
ganization as disparate as the gene, the cell, the multicellular organism, and
whole societies. I focus here on the early transitions in the history of life
(from genes to networks of cooperating genes to that first individual, the
cell) and on the transition from single-celled organisms to multicellular
ones.

These are exciting times for the study of cooperation. In the past, the
study of cooperation has usually received less attention than the other two
forms of ecological interaction, competition and predation. In the past
scholars have viewed cooperation to be of limited interest, of special rele-
vance to certain groups of organisms to be sure—the social insects, birds, our
own species, and our primate relatives—but not of general significance to life
on earth. All that has changed with the study of evolutionary transitions and
the emergence of new units of selection. What began as the study of animal
social behavior some thirty-five years ago has now embraced the study of in-
teractions at all biological levels. Instead of being viewed as a special char-
acteristic clustered in certain groups of social animals, cooperation is now
seen as the primary creative force behind ever greater levels of complexity
and organization in all of biology.

The benefit of group living results from cooperative interactions among
group members. To create new levels of selection and organization in evo-
lution, cooperation must be promoted among lower-level units, while, at the
same time, ways must be found of mitigating the inherent tendency of the
lower-level units to compete with one another through frequency-dependent
fitness effects. Because cooperation is usually costly to the fitness of indi-
viduals within the group, defecting mutants can arise and take over the
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PREFACE

group, in the process destroying cooperation and the very conditions that
made their increase possible in the first place. Cooperation is a critical fac-
tor in the emergence of new units of selection precisely because it trades fit-
ness from the lower level (its costs) for increased fitness at the group level
(its benefits). In this way, cooperation can create new levels of fitness (see
tables 3-1 and 5-1).

The study of evolutionary transitions is the study of the emergence of new
levels of fitness. Fitness is the most fundamental and unique concept in all
of biology—pretty much everything else in biology is chemistry and
physics, or a remnant of history. Although fundamental, it is difficult to de-
fine fitness and to explicate its role in evolutionary explanation, especially
its role in evolutionary transitions. Fitness is both a cause and effect of evo-
lutionary transitions. When it is traded between evolutionary units during
cooperative interactions new levels of fitness and individuality may emerge.
I hope to explain in the following pages how fitness is constructed out of
evolutionary and population processes.

Understanding the emergence of higher levels of organization in evolu-
tion requires a population genetics theory of interaction in a multilevel con-
text. I have tried to provide such a theoretical framework, and to apply it to
evolutionary transitions from the molecular level to the whole organism.
Further, because the study of evolutionary transitions is basically the study
of the emergence of new levels of fitness, I have sought to clarify the role
of fitness in this theory and in evolutionary explanation in general.

I take a dynamical point of view on evolution and on fitness concepts.
Evolution has no enduring products—even organisms are of only fleeting
existence, each born unique because of sex, each soon to die. Accordingly,
I argue that to be construed correctly, fitness should apply to the process of
genetic change (much as R. A. Fisher and G. Price envisioned) and not to
products of evolution, such as organisms. I investigate fitness from the mol-
ecular level up to the level of the whole organism. With the understanding
made possible by recent developments in ecology, multilevel selection the-
ory, and the origin of life, it is now possible to present a theory of fitness.
In so doing, I give special attention to fitness levels and their origins and
transitions in the evolutionary process. Finally, I consider the philosophical
implications of my theory of fitness for explanation in biology.

Before Darwin, design was understood as a product of either the human mind
or a Creator. A watch implies a watchmaker, so argued William Payley in
1802. Darwin changed all that. Darwin argued that the design apparent in life
arises out of processes intrinsic to life, not from extrinsic forces. Differen-
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tial birth and death rates within populations of organisms—when system-
atically related to features in the environment—explain the well-designed
features of organisms. The human eye, the grasp of the tiger's paw, the
match of the pollinator with the flower, even the human mind—all must
arise out of the blindly mechanistic process Darwin called natural selection.

Sounds simple, almost too simple, for there is a lot of explaining to do.
How does the theory of evolution actually go about explaining design? One
concept is central—fitness. Fitness is what makes biology different. But
what is fitness and where did it come from?

The great philosopher Karl Popper dismissed biology as not being sci-
ence, because he thought its central doctrine, "survival of the fittest," was a
tautology. Who are the fittest? he asked. Those who survive of course. Dar-
win's great principle becomes the tautology "survival of those who survive,"
much to the exasperation of evolutionary biologists who have little fear that
their science can be reduced to empty truisms. Popper's challenge has been
heard by a generation of philosophers of biology who have come to the res-
cue of evolutionary science. By and large, these defenses have followed
Darwin's lead and viewed fitness as a property of organisms.

It is easy to be confused by organisms, fitted as they are with such won-
drous designs. Organisms are born and they die. In between this birthing
and dying they may have offspring, some more than others according to the
traits they possess and their environment. But this birthing and dying of or-
ganisms is only a part of the selection process, for the organism does not
exist in isolation. In many situations, especially during evolutionary transi-
tions, other factors dominate and interfere with the individual as the maxi-
mizing agent. Of particular concern to the major transitions in evolution are
the frequency-dependent fitness effects within populations that frustrate
emergence of higher levels of organization. The organism is not a maxi-
mizing agent, but this does not mean that the organism is not a unit of se-
lection, as Dawkins argues;1 rather it means that there is more to natural se-
lection than maximizing individual fitness. Organizational factors like
multiple levels of selection, genetic factors like epistasis, linkage, and re-
combination, and ecological factors like population density, frequency, and
age structure can intervene and decouple organism fitness from evolution.
I argue that a dynamically sufficient concept of fitness cannot relate to an
overall property of organisms but instead must be associated with the dy-
namics of evolutionary change. The modern theory of evolution demands
this dynamical view of fitness.

I develop a formal theory for the evolution of interactions using the dy-
namics of natural selection. Of course, the founding fathers of evolutionary
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biology (Fisher, Wright, and Haldane) developed a basic selection theory—
so what has changed? There have been three key developments in the last
thirty or so years that make possible the synthesis I wish to make. First, the
abstract selection coefficient of the old theory has been unpacked and con-
nected to ecology and behavior, especially with regard to the role of inter-
actions in affecting fitness. In Fisher's view, as embodied in his fundamen-
tal theorem of natural selection, the environment only deteriorates in time,
undermining the state of adaptation of the population. What was once a
black box, the environment, has now been given explicit ecological content.
Population biologists and ecologists understand the environment far better
and represent it explicitly in their models. Of central importance to evolu-
tionary transitions is the role of interactions with other members of the pop-
ulation. Second, we understand in far greater detail the multilevel nature of
selection and how natural selection occurs simultaneously at different hier-
archical levels: gene, chromosome, cell, organism, group, and species. As
a result of this multilevel approach, cooperation among different levels be-
comes not only possible but likely. I use the covariance approach to selec-
tion to embrace this multilevel setting. Finally, we have a sufficient (in prin-
ciple) theory of the origin of life and genetic information. We understand
where fitness comes from and how it emerged from chemistry and physics.

Armed with these recent developments and a dynamical theory of selec-
tion, I reconsider Popper's challenge and its fallout in the philosophical lit-
erature. How does evolutionary theory explain design and the fitness and
individuality of evolutionary units?
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C H A P T E R 1

The Language of Selection

P L A N OF THE B O O K

I have written this book for two kinds of readers, those interested in the the-
ory of evolutionary transitions (to new levels of fitness and individuality)
and those interested in the role of fitness in evolutionary explanation. I re-
alize that the evolutionary biologist may find the excursions into philoso-
phy tangential, while the philosopher interested in the nature of biological
explanations may find the emphasis on formal mathematical models overly
technical. I ask the indulgence of both types of readers to tolerate the needs
of the other.

In chapter 1,1 provide a general introduction to the basic terms and con-
cepts of selection theory used in the book. I am more interested in the mean-
ing of a few central terms and concepts and their use in evolutionary expla-
nation than in providing an exhaustive compendium. A more formal
introduction to the mathematics of selection theory as it relates to the evo-
lution of interactions is given later in chapter 4.

Cooperative interactions are the basis of more inclusive evolutionary
units. Because cooperation reduces the fitness of lower-level units, while
increasing the fitness of the group, cooperation drives transitions to higher-
level units. Defection, the antithesis of cooperation, is the bane of cooper-
ative groups everywhere, because it is often favored within the group by its
frequency-dependent advantages. In light of the central role of cooperation
in evolutionary transitions, I pay special attention to the means by which
cooperative interactions evolve and are later enforced during the emergence
of individuality.

In chapters 2 and 3,1 study the early evolutionary transitions, from chem-
ical compounds to replicating molecules to gene networks, culminating in
that first true individual, the cell. I emphasize the role and meaning of fit-
ness during these transitions and how the dynamics of natural selection of
these early evolutionary units may be studied using simple models from
population biology. During an evolutionary transition, frequency-depen-
dent selection within the group prevents the maximization of the fitness of
the group. For this reason, simple fitness arguments cannot be used in the
study of emergent complexity during evolutionary transitions. I find that
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there is much more to the dynamics of natural selection than increase of bet-
ter-designed individuals. The central problem during evolutionary transi-
tions is how to move from groups of lower-level units to a new level of se-
lection. In short, the group must become an individual. But how does this
occur? Conflict mediation is the process by which lower-level change is
modulated in favor of the new emerging unit.

In chapters 5 and 6,1 study the transition from cells to multicellular or-
ganisms. Mutation and selection among cells during development provide
variation both within and between the cell-groups, or proto-organisms.
However, the level of cooperation and synergism attained is rather limited,
even in genetically related cell-groups clonally derived from a single cell,
the zygote. Within-organism mutation and selection frustrate the creation of
the new higher-level unit. The evolution of greater levels of cooperation
among cells, the proximate agent of design at the organism level, is frus-
trated by within-organism change. Individual organisms are more than
groups of genetically related cooperating cells; they require higher-level
functions that mediate conflict within and maintain harmony for the group.
Conflict mediators evolve to modify the rules of interaction and selection
at the cell and group levels. Conflict mediators facilitate the transition to the
new level by increasing the covariance between fitness at the cell-group
level and genes carried in the zygote, which increases the heritability of fit-
ness at the new higher level.

In chapter 7,1 begin by considering the meaning of fitness that emerges
from my study of evolutionary transitions. The concept of design in biol-
ogy must rest on the Darwinian principles underlying natural selection, be-
cause there can be no preexisting plan in evolution. When the consequences
of Darwin's principles are fully understood as embodied in the dynamics of
natural selection, there is no meaningful concept of the individual as a max-
imizing agent, especially when the units of selection are changing. Fre-
quency-dependent fitness effects frustrate the creation of new evolutionary
units and prevent the application of simple maximization arguments. The
tension between lower and higher level units is never completely resolved
in any evolutionary transition. Units of selection, such as genes, cells, or or-
ganisms, do not exist in isolation, nor are they completely interdependent.
Instead, they exist in a hierarchy of nested but partially decoupled levels,
and any focal level provides the context for lower-level units as well as the
components for higher-level units. Because evolutionary units (genes in-
cluded) play the roles of both context and component at the same time, the
dynamics of natural selection at any level involves an interplay between the
dynamics at all levels.
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After considering the meaning of fitness that emerges from my studies, I
consider touchstone cases of natural selection using my dynamical view of
fitness: the so-called tautology problem, the evolution of sex and reproduc-
tive systems, the immortality of the germ line in contrast to the mortality of
the soma, such old standbys as sickle-cell anemia and heterozygote superi-
ority, and the existence of species as distinct entities. These studies of nat-
ural selection recommend a dynamical view of fitness. This conclusion is
pursued in more philosophical vein in chapter 8, where I consider other in-
terpretations of fitness and offer a general framework for the role of fitness
in evolutionary explanation.

DARWINIAN DYNAMICS

Darwin proposed that evolution by natural selection occurs when a popula-
tion of replicating entities possesses three characteristics: variation, heri-
tability, and the "struggle to survive" (Darwin 1859). Darwin observed that
all organisms have the potential to increase in numbers at an exponential
rate and produce many more offspring than could possibly survive. Conse-
quently, there must often be a competition in which some kinds of organ-
ism are better able to survive to reproduce. Such variations in survival and
reproductive success (variations in individual fitness) provide the raw
material for evolution by natural selection—so long as the traits are herita-
ble (capable of being passed from parent to offspring). Darwin knew very
little about how genes work, but he did appreciate that the tendency of off-
spring to resemble their parents is necessary for evolution. Today, we know
that heritability results from the faithful, highly accurate replication of the
nucleotide sequence information contained in DNA. Offspring resemble
their parents because they possess copies of their parents' genes.

Putting together Darwin's properties of variation, the struggle to survive
and reproduce, and heritability, we expect (Darwin certainly did) that heri-
table traits that aid in the struggle to survive and reproduce should increase
in frequency in the population, and deleterious traits should decrease.1 This
is how natural selection is supposed to work. However, this expectation as-
sumes that the unit of selection, usually taken to be the organism, is well es-
tablished. During evolutionary transitions this is certainly not the case, and
even after a new level has been established, lower-level change can produce
results different than what we might expect. The view that more adapted
traits always increase ignores many of the complicating factors that inter-
vene during the life cycle of the organism—within-organism change, sex,
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genetic factors such as linkage and pleiotropy, and ecological factors such
as population frequency and density. This book should make it clear that
there are many more outcomes contained in Darwin's conditions and the
process of natural selection than simply the increase of more fit organisms.

My colleagues and I term dynamical equations based on Darwin's con-
ditions "Darwinian dynamics" (Bernstein et al. 1983; Byerly and Michod
1991a,b; Michod 1986, 1984). Darwinian dynamics deserve special study
as a general class of equations with special dynamical properties that may
be used to understand the process of natural selection. In addition to their
fundamental role in biology, Darwinian dynamics occur in the study of or-
dered phenomena in certain physical systems such as lasers. Darwinian dy-
namics provide an explicit well-defined context for understanding the role
of fitness in evolutionary explanations, as will be shown in the last two chap-
ters.

Many definitions of natural selection have been offered. I view natural
selection as the process of change in gene and genotype frequencies result-
ing from Darwin's conditions. In offering this definition, my emphasis is on
the conditions involved in the process rather than the outcome. Indeed, I
think there are several, perhaps many, possible outcomes of natural selec-
tion consistent with Darwin's defining conditions.

Darwin's conditions of variation and heritability in fitness can, in princi-
ple, apply at any level in the hierarchy of life: genes, gene networks, chro-
mosomes, bacteria-like cells, eukaryote-like cells, multicellular organisms,
families, groups, and societies (Lewontin 1970). In this book, I am partic-
ularly interested in the progression of fitness relations as new levels of se-
lection are created during evolution. The essence of a transition in evolu-
tionary units is that lower-level units relinquish their claim to fitness, as
it were, so that fitness may emerge at the new higher level. Cooperation
drives the passage from one level of fitness to another, because cooperation
trades increased fitness at the higher level for decreased fitness at the lower
level. In chapters 2, 3, 5, and 6,1 consider the conditions under which evo-
lutionary transitions may occur. A more formal presentation of Darwin's
conditions is given in chapter 8, in the section "Natural Selection as a Bio-
logical Law."

The orderly transformation of living systems through time depends on in-
formation encoded in the sequence of nucleotide base pairs in DNA. Ge-
netic information must accomplish two seemingly contradictory feats,
which baffled early geneticists: while accurately transferring itself from
parent to offspring, the genetic material must be open to modification in the
event that the environment changes. Informational noise—random changes
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in the information sequence—is both a curse and a source of hope in this
endeavor. Ultimately, all the variation underlying design in the living world
comes from random changes to DNA, through either mutation or recombi-
nation.

Processes that produce informational noise should generally reduce fit-
ness unless they also produce a benefit that offsets this deleterious effect. In
living systems, informational noise is produced during the repair and repli-
cation of DNA (Bernstein et al. 1987)—the benefits of DNA repair and
replication are self-evident. I have discussed elsewhere how recombination
copes with genetic error while maintaining an open and flexible genetic sys-
tem (Michod 1995). For natural selection to occur, the information in the
genes must be perpetuated through time, or else the properties and relations
of living things would not be heritable, that is, passed on from parent to off-
spring. Without the heritability of traits contributing to fitness, the life cycle
would crumble, since offspring would no longer resemble their parents, and
the flow of information underlying the fitness relations so necessary for the
evolution of life would cease. In chapter 6 I pay special attention to how
heritability of fitness may emerge at a new level.

M A J O R EVOLUTIONARY TRANSITIONS

Natural selection requires heritable variations in fitness. Levels in the bio-
logical hierarchy—genes, chromosomes, cells, organisms, kin groups,
groups, societies—possess these properties to varying degrees, according
to which they may function as units of selection in the evolutionary process
(Lewontin 1970). From E. O. Wilson (1975) and the transition from soli-
tary animals to societies, to Buss (1987) with the transition from unicellu-
lar to multicellular organisms, and more recently Maynard Smith and Szath-
mary (1995; Szathmary and Maynard Smith 1995), attention has focused
on understanding transitions between different levels of selection.

The major transitions in evolutionary units are from individual genes to
networks of genes, from gene networks to bacteria-like cells, from bacte-
ria-like cells to eukaryotic cells with organelles, from cells to multicellular
organisms, and from solitary organisms to societies (Buss 1987; Maynard
Smith and Szathmary 1995; Maynard Smith 1991,1990, 1988). These tran-
sitions in the units of selection share two common themes: the emergence
of cooperation among the lower-level units in the functioning of the new
higher-level unit, and regulation of conflict among the lower-level units.

Eigen and Schuster proposed the hypercycle as a way to keep individual
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genes from competing with one another so that cooperating gene networks
could emerge (Eigen and Schuster 1979; Eigen 1992). Localizing genes in
the cell keeps selfish parasitic genes from destroying the cooperative nature
of the genome (Michod 1983b; Eigen 1992; Maynard Smith and Szathmary
1995). These early transitions from genes to gene networks to cells are dis-
cussed in chapters 2 and 3. Chromosomes reduce the conflict among indi-
vidual genes (Maynard Smith and Szathmary 1993, 1995). Meiosis serves
to police the selfish tendencies of genes and usually insures that each of the
alleles at every diploid locus has an equal chance of ending up in a gamete.
As a result of the fairness of meiosis, genes can increase their representa-
tion in the next generation only by cooperating with other genes to help
make a better organism. Uniparental inheritance of cytoplasm may serve as
a means of reducing conflict among organelles through the expression of
either nuclear genes (Hoekstra 1990; Hurst 1990; Hastings 1992), or or-
ganelle genes (Godelle and Reboud 1995), or both. Finally, concerning the
final transition—that from organisms to societies of cooperating organ-
isms—the theories of kin selection, reciprocation, and group selection (in-
troduced in chapter 4) provide three related mechanisms for the regulation
of conflict among organisms: genetic relatedness, repeated encounters, and
group structure. These are just a few of the ways in which the selfish ten-
dencies of lower-level units are regulated during the emergence of a new
higher-level unit.

As initially conceived, the field of sociobiology focused on the transition
from solitary organisms to groups of organisms, or societies, and the emer-
gence of cooperative functions at the social level, the level of the colony,
say, in the case of eusocial behavior in insects (E. O. Wilson, 1975). How-
ever, the set of tools and concepts used in studying conflict and cooperation
during the transition from organisms to societies has proved useful for
studying the other major transitions.

COOPERATION AND CONFLICT

New evolutionary units begin as groups of existing units. Two issues are
central to the creation of a new unit of selection: promoting cooperation
among the lower-level units in the functioning of the group, while at the
same time mitigating the inherent tendency of the lower-level units to com-
pete with one another through frequency-dependent fitness effects. Coop-
eration represents the benefit of group living; groups of individuals can then
behave in new and useful ways. Cooperation is a critical factor in the emer-
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gence of new units of selection precisely because it trades fitness at the
lower level (its costs) for increased fitness at the group level (its benefits).
In this way, cooperation can create new levels of fitness (see, for example,
tables 3-1 and 5-1).

Frequency-dependent interactions among evolutionary units are both a
source of novelty for the group and a threat to its collective well-being. Be-
cause cooperation is usually costly to the fitness of the individuals involved,
defection may reap the benefits of cooperation and spread in the population,
thereby destroying the very conditions upon which its spread depended in
the first place. As a result of the spread of defection, cooperation is lost and
along with it any hope for the creation of a new higher level.

Certain conditions are required to overcome the inherent limits posed by
frequency-dependent selection to the emergence of new levels of selection:
kinship, population structure, and conflict mediation. Conflict mediation is
the process by which lower-level change is modulated in favor of the new
emerging unit.

The theory of cooperation and conflict presented here is concerned with
populations of interacting and replicating entities (genes, cells, organisms)
that share a common ecological and/or genetic context. For the most part,
this means either a common resource base in the case of replicating mole-
cules studied in chapters 2 and 3 or a common gene pool and group setting
in the cases of cells within organisms studied in chapters 5 and 6.1 study
symbiosis (cooperation between genetic units that were once capable of in-
dependent existence) in the context of the origin of cooperating networks
of genes in chapter 3, in the game theory of cooperation in chapter 4, and
in the transition from cells to organisms in chapters 5 and 6. However, I do
not study the symbiotic origin of mitochondria, chloroplasts, and micro-
bodies that make up the eukaryotic cell (Margulis 1970, 1981). Symbiosis
is of fundamental importance to the emergence of complexity during evo-
lution, but there are also other ways in which evolutionary transitions may
occur (Maynard Smith and Szathmary 1995).

FISHERIAN FITNESS

There are many legitimate notions of "fitness." In discrete-generation pop-
ulation genetics models, fitness is often defined as the expected reproduc-
tive success of a type (reproductive output weighted by survival). I refer to
this notion of fitness as individual fitness.2 There are other meanings to the
term "fitness," however. In his explorations into natural selection, R. A.
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Fisher defined fitness as the rate of increase of a type, often expressed on a
per capita basis (1930). I refer to Fisher's notion of fitness as F-fitness. It is
difficult to commit to any one definition of fitness, because there are many
legitimate definitions, each suited to a different purpose. On this topic, I
have much more to say. However, at the outset let me say that I find Fisher's
notion of fitness by far the most encompassing and dynamically sufficient
concept of fitness, especially when the levels of selection are changing. For
this reason, I return to Fisher's concept when discussing philosophical mat-
ters in the last two chapters.

Why did Fisher focus on the rate of increase? Because it "measures fitness
by the objective fact of representation in future generations" (Fisher 1958, p.
37). The per capita rate of increase is the bottom line in population studies in
both ecology and genetics. For a discussion of the central role of the per capita
rate of increase in both population ecology and population genetics, see
Ginzburg 1983, especially chapter 1. For an especially clear presentation of
F-fitness in the context of genetic models, see Denniston 1978 (where F-fit-
ness is termed rtp. Fisherian fitness is given in equation (1-1), letting Xt de-
note the density or frequency of type i in a population and t denote time:

F ^ . ( 1 D
' Xt dt

A genotype's rate of increase expresses its reproductive success over time
and ultimately determines its evolutionary success (at least for the short
term, which tends to be how natural selection acts). Confusion may arise,
however, because the rate of increase of a genotype does not usually depend
on properties of the genotype in isolation. In addition to depending on the
environment and the composition of the population, a genotype's rate of in-
crease in a sexual population depends upon the properties of the genotypes
of all potential mates.

Fisher referred to the rate of increase of a genotype as the "Malthusian
parameter," denoted m. Later workers often represented m as if it were a
property of the genotype alone, expressing it in terms of the genotype spe-
cific rates of birth and death as follows (Crow and Kimura 1970):

The problem with the decomposition of fitness given in equation 1-2 is that
the per capita rate of increase cannot usually be expressed as a function of
individual genotypic capacities alone, capacities such as bi or d.. Because
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this is misleading as a general analysis of fitness, I have put a "?" above the
equal sign in equation 1-2. Later work has shown that the formulation given
in equation 1-2 assumes fixed per capita birth and death rates (Charlesworth
1980), assumptions that are unlikely to hold if the genotypic composition
of the population is changing, especially if genotypes interact in their ef-
fects on fitness, or if there is sex. Almost everything going on in the popu-
lation affects the rate of increase of a type, and so Fisherian fitness cannot
be regarded as the sole property of the individual or genotype.

Nevertheless, as we see in later chapters, Fisher's term "Malthusian" is
appropriate, because the decomposition of fitness embodied by the right-
hand side of equation 1-2 holds in a meaningful sense, though not in the
sense of the equality given in equation 1-2. When population growth is a
linear function of density, exponential or Malthusian growth results. The
goal embodied on the right-hand side of equation 1-2 is to express evolu-
tionary success (the left-hand side of the equation) as a function of the in-
dividual capacities alone given on the right-hand side. When population
growth is Malthusian (linear in density), the condition for mutant invasion
involves only b{ and d( (see equation 2-5 or equation 3-3 below). So the de-
composition of evolutionary success suggested by equation 1-2 applies to
mutant invasion (even though the equality in equation 1-2 does not gener-
ally hold). This is why I find Fisher's term "Malthusian" especially appro-
priate.

The approach embodied in equation 1 -2 formulates a goal of the theory
of natural selection—to express evolutionary success of a type, say a geno-
type, as a function of the genotype's individual capacities and characteris-
tics. In equation 1-2, evolutionary success is represented by genotype fs fit-
ness in Fisher's sense as a rate of increase, (l/X.) (dX./dX.), and the
genotype's capacities are represented simply by bt and dr More generally,
the genotype's capacities can be any attributes of interest. In this respect,
the decomposition of fitness studied in chapters 7 and 8 follows Fisher's
lead. The challenge is to express evolutionary change as a function of indi-
vidual capacities in a way that is dynamically sufficient and accurately rep-
resents the underlying causal nexus of individual, genetic, ecological, and
population factors, something that equation 1-2 fails to do.

DECONSTRUCTING FITNESS

Evolutionary explanations based on natural selection require the construc-
tion of models that involve the causal components of fitness for the prob-
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